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•High Pressure Xenon (HPXe) 
TPC operating in 
Electroluminescence (EL) mode.  
•It is filled with Xenon enriched 
at 90% in Xe-136 (100 kg in stock) 
at a pressure of 15 bar.
•The event energy is integrated 
by a plane of radiopure PMTs 
located behind a transparent 
cathode (energy plane).
•PMTs also provide t0.
•The event topology is 
reconstructed by a plane of 
radiopure silicon pixels (MPPCs) 
(tracking plane).
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EL mode is essential to get linear 
gain, therefore avoiding avalanche 
fluctuations and fully exploiting the 
excellent Fano factor in gas (0.15)

NEXT: An optical TPC
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•Excellent resolution: 1% FWHM 
measured at 662 keV by NEXT 
prototypes, extrapolates to 0.5 % 
FWHM at Qbb.
•Topological signature (TPS), e.g. 
the ability to distinguish between 
signal (“double electrons”) and 
background (“single electrons”).
•Target = source. Fiducial region 
away from surfaces.
•Detector = Monolithic active 
mass.
•TPC: scalable. Economy of scale 
(S/N increases linearly with L)
•Xenon: the cheapest isotope to 
enrich in the market (NEXT owns 
100 kg of enriched xenon). 

NEXT: Salient features
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Simultaneous running to verify technology and physics for electron, alpha and nuclear recoil detection.

R&D: Up to 2014
• NEXT-DEMO:

• ~1.5 kg natural xenon at 10 bar.

• 19 1 inch PMTs behind cathode.

• Array of 256 SiPMs behind anode.

• Internal surfaces coated with TPB.

• NEXT-DBDM:

• ~1 kg natural xenon at 10-15 bar.

• 19 1 inch PMTs behind cathode.

• Reflective plate behind anode
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NEXT-DEMO

HHV modules

DAQ

Hot Getter Gas System

PMTs FEE SiPMs FEE
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NEXT: The first stage (100 kg scale)

NEXT 1-tonne

1kg 10kg

100kg
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Mother can:

12 cm copper plate that 
separates pressure from 

vacuum and adds shielding.

Pressure vessel:

316-Ti steel, 30 bar max pressure

Inner shield:

copper, 6 cm thick

Time Projection Chamber:

10 kg active region(@10bar), 50 cm drift length

Energy plane:

12 PMTs,  

operating at vacuum. 
30% coverage

Tracking plane:

1,800 SiPMs,  

1 cm pitch

NEW (NEXT-WHITE) at a glance
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Energy plane 
mother can

PMTs 
assembled

Enery plane installed.

PMTs calibrated.

First S1 and S2 signals in Ar detected.

Energy Plane
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Tracking plane installed.

Boards covered with reflecting Teflon, to increase light ouptut.

Tracking Plane with ~1800 SiPM 
fully tested

Tracking plane
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Anode quartz plate 
coated with ITO+TPB

High Voltage Feedthroughs 
tested at 30kV in DEMO.

Field Cage
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Field Cage installed



Detector in the Canfranc 
Underground Laboratory
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NEW Schedule

•Detector completed. Argon gas circulating now in system.  

•Commissioning run (full detector): June-September: 2016

•Calibration run (energy resolution, topological signature: Fall 
2016 (October-December).

•Physics run (background model, bb2nu): Q1-Q4 2017.
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Pressure vessel:

stainless steel,15 bar max pressure

Inner shield:

copper, 12 cm thick

Time Projection Chamber:

100 kg active region, 130 cm drift length

Outer shield:

lead, 20 cm thick

Energy plane:

60 PMTs,  

30% coverage
Tracking plane:

7,000 SiPMs,  

1 cm pitch

NEXT 100 kg detector at LSC: 
main features
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• Expected background 
rate: 4 x 10-4 c/keV/kg/y

• Leading sources: PMTs 
and SiPM boards (KDBs), 
which contribute with 
equal amounts. PMTs + 
KDBs ~10-4 c/keV/kg/y 
in Bi-214

• Contribution of field cage 
and inner shield: only 
upper limits measured 
(taken as actual values, a 
conservative approach)
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Figure 9. Contribution to the background rate of NEXT-100 of the di↵erent detector subsystems
considered in our background model. An asterisk (*) next to a bar indicates that the contribution
corresponds to a positive measurement of the activity of the material.

events: � tracks from the decay of 214Bi in the active volume, and photoelectrons generated545

by gamma rays emitted, for the most part, from the TPC cathode following the decay of546

214Bi. In the EXO-200 TPC, the latter type of events constitute about 80% of the measured547

activity of 222Rn in the liquid xenon, while the former make up the remaining 20% [63].548

The rejection power against both types of background events is similar, approximately549

2.5⇥106. In the case of the � decays of 214Bi in the xenon bulk, we have assumed that Bi-Po550

tagging — i.e. the coincident detection in an event of the � emitted in the decay of 214Bi551

and the alpha emitted by 214Po shortly after— can be done with high e�ciency (& 99%).552

Figure 10 (red lines) shows the background rate generated in NEXT-100 by this internal553

contamination of radon in terms of the activity of 222Rn. In order for this background to554

contribute, at most, at the level of 10�5 keV�1 kg�1 yr�1, radon activities in the xenon gas555

below a few mBq per cubic metre will be required. The EXO-200 detector, which has been556

operating without a radon suppression system, has measured, for instance, an activity of557

– 20 –

https://inspirehep.net/record/1407146

Background budget
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Sensitivity
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• Expect 5 x 1025 y in 3 
years run (2018-2020). 

• mbb ~[90-180] meV 
depending on NME

Sensitivity of NEXT-100 to neutrinoless double beta decay  
NEXT Collaboration (J. Martin-Albo (Valencia U., IFIC) et al.). Nov 30, 2015. 29 pp.  
e-Print: arXiv:1511.09246 [physics.ins-det] | PDF
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How to improve the background 
rejection?
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SIGNAL BACKGROUND

Figure 1: Monte Carlo simulation of signal (0nbb decay of 136Xe) and background
(single electron of energy equal to the Q value of 136Xe) events in gaseous xenon at
15 bar. The ionization tracks left by signal events feature large energy deposits (or
blobs) in both ends.

Background tracks, however, are generated by single electrons, thus having
only one end-of-track blob.

Natural radioactivity in detector materials and surroundings is, as in
most other 0nbb-decay experiments, the main source of background in
NEXT. In particular, the hypothetical 0nbb peak of 136Xe (Qbb = 2458 keV)
lies in between the photopeaks of two high-energy gammas emitted after
the b decays of 214Bi and 208Tl, intermediate products of the uranium and
thorium series, respectively. The daughter isotope of 214Bi, 214Po, emits a
number of de-excitation gammas with energies around and above the Q
value of 136Xe [2]. Most of these gamma lines have very low intensity, and
hence their contribution to the background rate is negligible. The gamma
of 2447 keV (1.57% intensity), however, is very close to Qbb, and thus its
photoelectric peak overlaps the signal peak even for energy resolutions as
good as 0.5% FWHM. The decay product of 208Tl, 208Pb, emits a de-excitation
photon of 2615 keV with an intensity of 99.75% [2]. Electron tracks from
its photopeak can lose energy via bremsstrahlung and fall in the region of
interest (ROI) around Qbb defined by the energy resolution of the detector.
Additionally, even though the Compton edge of the 2.6-MeV gamma is at
2382 keV, well below Qbb, the Compton scattered photon can generate other
electron tracks close enough to the initial Compton electron so that they are
reconstructed as a single track with energy around Qbb.

The NEXT Collaboration is carrying out a thorough campaign of material
screening and selection using gamma-ray spectroscopy (with the assistance
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Effect of diffusion

4.2 The standard NEXT topological analysis

After pre-selection the events were classified as signal or background based on the presence
of one or two “blobs” of energy in the reconstructed track, using the BFS algorithm and
choosing the longest of these paths to be the ordered path. Note that such a path may not
have included, in fact most likely did not include, all voxels in the event. The first and last
voxels in the path were considered to be the beginning and end of the track. The energy
in all voxels that were located within a given radius r

b

of the beginning of the track was
summed to give an energy E

b,1, and similarly at the end of the track to give an energy E

b,2.
The results depend on the size of the voxel, which in turn is chosen to reflect the ex-

pected performance of the detector under specific operating conditions, as discussed above.
Operation with pure xenon corresponds to 10 ⇥ 10 ⇥ 5 mm3 voxels (conservative), oper-
ation with low diffusion mixtures correspond to voxel sizes of 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 mm3 (best ex-
pected case) and voxels of 5⇥ 5⇥ 3 mm3 represent an intermediate case (best case in pure
xenon or conservative in low diffusion mixtures). Examples of events voxelized with sizes
of 10⇥ 10⇥ 5 mm3 and 2⇥ 2⇥ 2 mm3 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Projections in xy, yz, and xz for an example background (above) and signal (below)
event voxelized with 10 x 10 x 5 mm3 voxels.

The histogram of E

b,1 vs. E

b,2 is shown in figure 6 for both signal and background
events analyzed with both chosen voxel sizes. In this case, the distance between a voxel
and the extremes of the track was calculated as “along-the-track distance,” in which the
distance between any two voxels was integrated along the reconstructed track (as opposed
to computing the Euclidean distance).

Finally we apply a cut designed to choose signal events with two blobs and eliminate
background events with only one blob, mandating that E

b,1 and E

b,2 are both greater than a

– 9 –

Figure 5. Projections in xy, yz, and xz for an example background (above) and signal (below)
event voxelized with 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 voxels.

Figure 6. Computed blob energies E

b,1 vs. E

b,2 for signal (left) and 208Tl background (right)
events with 10 x 10 x 5 mm3 voxelization (above) and 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 voxelization (below). The
blob radius chosen was r

b

= 18 mm for the 10 x 10 x 5 mm3 voxelization and r

b

= 15 mm for the
2 x 2 x 2 mm3 voxelization.
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New reconstruction methods.
(See A.Simón poster)
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Single Molecule Fluorescent Imaging
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• SMFI is a technique 
from biochemistry 
with demonstrated 
single-ion sensitivity.

• We are exploring its 
use in xenon gas for 
barium ion tagging

• If efficient barium 
tagging can be 
achieved, a zero 
background 
experiment can be 
realized.

Direct'Excita+on' Fiber'Coupled'

Not	fluorescent	 Fluorescent	

Data	from	barium	
tagging	lab	at	UTA	

For more info, see poster by B. Jones



Towards the ton scale
• TPCs extrapolate very well to large masses.

• Symmetric detector. x2 in z.

• Increasing the diameter will need some R&D to hold the HHV in the EL 
region with an homogeneous field.

• SiPM in both planes can reduce the background budget.

• Topological signature can get improved.

• Energy resolution may be improved (Fano factor = 0.15).

• Expected background rate 5·10-5 c/keV/kg/y.

• Gas Xenon can provide a technique (SMFI) for a background free experiment.
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Summary & Outlook

• R&D phase completed.

• Operation underground started.

• NEXT-100 will reach a sensitivity competitive with the 
best experiments in the 100kg scale.

• Excellent prospects for tonne scale scalability.
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